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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the system of reality status in Teiwa, a non-Austronesian language
spoken on Pantar Island. Teiwa has an overt realis morpheme, while irrealis is left
unmarked. The discourse function of the leans suffix (marking foregrounded events in
texts) is also investigated and the connections between reality status (intended as an
objective property of states of affairs) and the discourse prominence of states of affairs
are explored.

 2011 Elsevier Ltd~ All rights reserved.

This paper presents a description of the reality status marking system of Teiwa. Teiwa (Ethnologue code twe, referred to
as Tewa in Gordon, 2005) is one of the approximately ten non-Austronesian (�Papuan) languages spoken on Pantar island,
just north of Timor island, in Eastern Indonesia. Teiwa has about 4000 speakers living in the north-western part of Pantar
island, see the location indicated in Map 1.

Teiwa belongs to the Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) family of Papuan languages.2 The data presented here are primary data col-
lected during field research between 2003 and 2007. Published work on the language currently includes a reference grammar
and some book chapters CI(lamer, 201 Oa,b,c).

2. fne category of reality status
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Map 1.

Others would refer to realis|irrealis distinctions similar to those discussed in this paper as instances of .modality marking
(Roberts 1990; Mitftun, 1995: Timberlake, 2007). Modality "characterizes the speaker's estimate of the relationship of the
actor of the event to its accomplishment, whether he has the obligation, intention or ability to perform it" (Foley and Van
Valin, 1984, p. 214). With Modality, the speaker qualifies an event or proposition, and communicates a particular attitude
towards it, such as necessity, possibility (epistemic modality) obligation or permission (deontic modality) (Elliott, 2000,
p. 69)~ In the grammar of Teiwa, Modality is expressed by separate lexemes: adverbs and verbs. For example, the adverbs
tab `truly, indeed and quun `surely mark the speakers certainty about an event, bo `maybe, perhaps marks his uncertainty,
maq `let it not be marks apprehensiveness, and be �indeed~ marks affirmation. The modality verbs include those that mark
intention (positive xogo `want or mau `want (IND), and negative naxa `not want'), ability (qau `be good at, be able to, know how
to`), disability (paat `not be able to, not know'), obligation musti `must', and prohibition gaxai `do not (see !<lamer, 2OlOa,
chapters 3 and 7 for examples and discussion). While modality is marked with separate lexemes, reality status is expressed
by a single verbal suffix only. This suffix conveys the `reaZis value; the `irrealis value remains unmarked. The realis suffix signals
that the event is part of the real world, and unlike the modality words, it does not express speakers qualifications or attitudes
about the event.

The Teiwa category `reality status is also distinct from the grammatical category `mood In its most common interpre-
tation, `mood is the grammatical category that distinguishes between different speech act types, such as `indicative mood
expressed by declarative sentences, `interrogative mood expressed by questions, and `imperative mood expressed by com-
mands. While reality status does interact with certain speech act types, it is a grammatical category distinct from it. An illus-
tration of how the reality status of a verb interacts with the mood of the clause it belongs to is that Teiwa imperatives never
use leans verbs. This is because imperatives by nature refer to events that have not been `actualized at the time of utterance:
events expressed in imperative clauses are never `a certain fact of reality, so that the verb cannot be marked as realis.

In this paper we will also consider cases where the interaction between the various .moods and the reality status of a
verb is less straightforward. Cross-linguistically irrealis marking is often used in contexts of negation, prohibition obliga-
tion, or condition (e.g. in Caddo, a language of Oklahoma, Chafe, 1995). Realis marking, on the other hand, is often assodated
with grammatical categories such as past and present tense, in contrast to future, imperative, hortative, or prohibitive, which
are marked irrealis (as in Amele, Roberts, 1990). Such realis|irrealis contrasts reflect a split in real vs. imaginary, and actu-
alized vs. hypothetical events.

In Teiwa, the same split applies to some extent, but there are also categories that can be marked as either realis or irrealis.
These include future and past events, interrogatives, and prohibitives. This suggests that a simple categorial split of real/actu-
alized versus imaginary|hypothetical event does not apply in Teiwa; there must be additional factors involved determining

3 In Teiwa orthography, q represents a uvular stop~ x a pharyngeal fricative, and ( a glottal stop.

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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the realis|irrealis marking. We will investigate these factors in Section 4, after first discussing the structural properties of the
Teiwa leans morpheme in the next section.

3" Structural properties of the realis morpheme

The Teiwa realis marker is a verbal suffix. Only realis status is signaled with an overt marker; its opposite, the irrealis
status, has no overt expression. Note that this is different from what is found in most languages, where leans is the default
unmarked status, while irrealis is the overtly marked one. A bare verb stem has thus two functions in Teiwa: it is either an
irrealis verb form, or it is unmarked for reality status.

Not all verbs can take a realis marker;~realis status is typically marked on activity verbs. Verbs that never take a leans
marker include aspectual verbs such as mu/ai �begin' or guIa �finish, the existential verb wan �be, exist', or modality verbs
like xogo `want or gasai �cannot. A single clause can contain up to three leans verbs.

Realis status is marked with the suffix -(a)n or one of its allomorphs given in (1).

Allomorphs of the realis suffix, with some example verbs
a. ~an

tot-an �stream'           tup-an �get up'
er-an �dolmake          pin an `hold
tas-an �stand              yias-an �put at

(1)

b. -n
na-n �eat
yaa-n �descend'4
.gi-n �go'

c. ~an                               ~en
ba`-an �fall                  me-en `be in'
su'-an �cut off             tare-en �shake out

-in
tii'-in �sleep
beli-in �borrow

Which allomorph is chosen is determined by the final syllable of the verb stem. Verbs ending in a consonant (i.e., a c!osed
syllable) take the VC suffix -an, as illustrated in (la). Verbs ending in an open syllable take the consonantal suffix -n, as illus-
trated in (Ib). Verbs ending in a glottal stop consonant, such as those in (Ic), are a minority class. On the one hand, they behave
like all the other verbs that end in a consonant because they select the -VC suffix. However, instead of being |a|, their suffix
vowel shares its place features with the preceding stem vowel: a verb stem with a non-front vowel |a, u, o| selects suffix -
an, a [front, mid} stem vowel /e/ selects suffix -en [n], and a [front, high) stem vowel It| selects suffix -fn {in].

4. Functions of the realis suffix

The leans suffix has two major functions. First, it has the canonical grammatical function to mark realized, actualized, and
presupposed events. This is discussed in Section 4.1. Second, it marks primary, thematic, salient narrative events. In other
words, foregrounded events in discourse contain verbs with a leans marker, while leans verbs are not used in clauses that
describe the background or setting of another event or in concluding statements. This is discussed in Section 4.2.

In general, the discourse function of the realis suffix and its grammatical function overlap: foregrounded, primary events
in a narrative are typically real, actualized events. However, a narrative may contain actualized events that are not expressed
with realis verbs; for example because they are the concluding statements in an utterance. Additionally, we find that realis
verbs are used to refer to e.g. intentions rather than actualized events. In such cases, the discourse foregrounding function of
the suffix appears to overrule its objective grammatical leans marking function. In other words, verbs referring to
foregrounded discourse events are marked leans, even though they may not always express realized and actualized events;
and verbs that are part of backgrounded discourse events are not marked realis, even though they may refer to actualized
and real events. This is further discussed in Section 4.2.

4.1. The expression of reah"fy status

4.1.1. Introduction
The canonical function of the realis suffix in Teiwa is to classify an event or State of Affairs (SoA) as being located in the

real world. A leans suffix is used in �realized, �actualized events that are part of simple declarative clauses, and have

4 Ycza �descend (towal`ds deictic centel)' vs~ yix �descend (flom deictic center)'; cf. (24).
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indicatine mood. In this section some examples of this canonical function are presented. (Where relevant an ungrammatical
verb form is given in brackets, preceded by the symbol *).

The exchange in (2) starts with a leave-taking formula standardly used when going home at the end of the day. The
verb in the utterance (2a) is marked with a realis suffix. It cannot be a bare verb stem (*gi) because it refers to an event
that is actually taking place: "Now it is getting dark, (and) we are going". It is followed by the response in (2b), which
standardly contains an imperative verb. This verb is irrealis and cannot take a realis suffix (*tewar-an) because the event
of walking is not yet actualized. (Here and elsewhere in the paper, the verbs that are relevant for the discussion will he
underlined.).

(2) a.      iqa`an     ni            n          (*gi)        e.
dark        IPLE         gO-REAL                     ExcL
A: `{If�S getting} dark, we are going [Howl'

b. yo,           iqaan     ha             tewar     (*tewar-an)
yes          dark       SEQ            walk       Walk-REAL
B: `Yes {it's getting} dark so go!

In (3a) the verb tit `sleep refers to a purposive event which has not yet been actualized, and is irrealis. In (3b) the event is
actualized - as indicated by the temporal adverb ana �long time - and now the verb tit `sleep has a realis suffix.

(3) a.    mauluku     ma               Wat           wa     g-om            ma        yiri        tii.
monkey       come           coconut    leaf    3sG-inside    come    crawl    sleep
`Monkey crawls into the [heap of} coconut leaves to sleep [there)

b. mauluku     ma               Wat           wa     g-om            ma        yiri
monkey       come           coconut    leaf    3sG-inside     come    crawl

�Monkey crawled into the [heap of} coconut leaves

 tii`-in ana tau
sleep-RrAL long.time PRF

[and} slept [there) for a long time

The question in (4a) refers to whether the event of an animal dying has actually been realized. As it is not yet established
as an actual fact, the verb cannot take a realis marker, and a bare (irrealis) verb form must be used. The affirmative answer in
(4b) confirms that the event is factual and realized (cf. the adverb tau `perfective'), and now the verb is obligatorily marked
with a realis suffix.

(4) a.     he,       min?     (*min-an)
hey      die        die-RFAL
`Hey, (is it) dead?`

b. hale,    bai       min-an       tau.    (*min)
yes                 pig       die-REAL       PRF     die
�Yes, the pig died already|is already dead

However, when the verb min `to die' does not refer to a particular event but is used in a more general statement, e.g. that
humans and pigs are mortal, as illustrated in (5a), then it cannot be realis. This contrasts with (Sb), where the speaker hears
some screaming, and asks whether the voice is from a dying person or a dying pig. In this case, the realis suffix is used, be-
cause an event that is actually happening is being questioned. In this example the speaker asserts that someone is dying.
Note the use of the demonstrative /axu'u �here, which positions the event in actual time and space. In other words, (Sb) indi-
cates that `real or �actualized events include those the speaker assumes or presupposes to be real.

(5) a.     uyaq        ata      baai     la       min.          (*min-an)
person     and     pig       FOC     die             die-REAL

�People and  pigs die

b. uyaq        le        baai     la       min-an     (*min)          laxuu?
person     or        pig       Foc     die-REAL     die                that.one.there
`IS             that a person or a pig dying over there?'

So, the primary function of the realis marker is to signal events that are factual and realized. This ̀ objective realis function
may then be extended to the more subjective value of expected or presupposed reality.
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4. / .2.  IRREALIS: imperative, hortative, intentional, obligational, conditional,  apprehensional, hypothetical and  optative
In this section, I describe how reality status and mood interact in Teiwa. In imperatives, events are not actualized,

imperative verbs cannot be marked leans, as illustrated in (6)-(7):

(6) qau           ba                   ha         min!        ( min-an)
good         sEq                  2SG         die            die-REAL
`Drop dead!�

(7) ha             siga,!             (* siga`-an)
2sc           be.quiet        be~quiet-REAL
�You be quiet!�

SO that

Hortative, intentional, obligational, conditional apprehensional, and hypothetical(optative clauses also refer to non-actu-
alized events and thus cannot contain a realis verb form either. The following are some illustrations~

Hortative:

(8) ma pi-maran ma  (*gi-fl)
come !Pu-hut come go gO-REAL
`Lets go to our hut!

Intentional:

(9) na       man               an              ma
ISC      want (IND)      market      come
`I              want to go to the market

Obligational:

. (*gi-n)
go gO-REAL

(10) na musti an ma  (*gi-n)
ISc must (IND) market come go gORE/\L

`I must go to the market`

Conditional:

ha        yi        igan                     si                     ta        ma
EXCL      2PL      harvest.feast      SIM                   TOP      come
�Hey when you have your harvest feast, let us know

ni         ta        aria.                    (*aria-fl).
IPLE      TOP      arrive                  arrive-REAL
[so] we can attend (lit.  arrive)

(11)

Apprehensional (�don't let it be that. .):

(12) na'-rat                       qai                  non,
lsG-grandchild        child               PL

�Grandchildren, people say

walas
tell

ha-fata                    ga                   ixa'a
2sG-grandmother    take.along      over.here
your grandmother was brought

ma
come

dad-fl ga�an
aSCend-REAL 35

up here, did you notice her or not,

yl In                           Una                 maq
2PL                             also                 let.it.not.be
let it not be that you also ate her�

hala
people

u,
DIST

na.
eat

wa
say

yi
2PL

(*na-fl)
(*eat-REAL)

ga-sar

3s-notice

le
or

maan
NEG
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Hypothetical and optative (�if only. . .`):

(13) . . .mol-molas a wa di ga-fafeu (*tafeu-n) le di. . .
RoP-actually 3SG say just 3sG-fight.against fight-against-REAL or just

�. . .if only he had just opposed/resisted his child. 

What these modalities have in common is that all of them refer to imaginary or hypothetical situations which have not
yet been actualized, and hence they cannot be leans. Adverbs like maq �let it not be and mo/-molas �actually' express the var-
ious modalities. However, Teiwa also has categories that can be marked as either realis, or irrealis.These will be discussed in
the next section.

4.1.3. REAUS or IRREALIS: in future and past tense
In general, future events tend to be expressed as irrealis in Teiwa, because they are not actualized yet. However, a future

event may also be marked leans, to express that the speaker presupposes or is convinced.that it will happen. This is another
instance where the leans function of the suffix may be extended to a more subjective value of expected or presupposed real-
ity (see Section 4.1.1 ).

This �expected reality' use of the realis suffix is illustrated in (14)-(15). In (14), which is a line from a religious hymn the
realis verb saran �find is used to express a conviction:

(14) . ~ .bas               ma                  tiraq
tomorrow        come              day.after.tomorrow
�.   .tomorrow [or] the day after

bangan             ga-gula'          ga-x                                 wan        maan,

life                   3sc-finish        3sG-possession                be           NEG

eternal life (lit. life that has no finish)

ga'an a san pati.
3SG 3SG 3SG-find-REAL PROG

he will be finding it

In (15), a leans verb expresses the threat of someone who is climbing into a house on stilts:

(15) . .a wa xaa: "O gaan ha'an ha min-an
3sc say this EXCL 3SG you 2sG die-REAL
`. . .he said: `Oh you will die,

na           daa-n                     u.   ."

IsG         aSCend-REAL           OtST

I  am coming up. . .

Similarly when a speaker presupposes that something happened, a leans verb is used, even though the event may not
actually have happened after all. This is illustrated in (16). In the story, the dog had an accident and is found by its master
who is convinced that it is dead - which turns out not to be so. (Note that the modality adverb quun �sure Cly) expresses the
conviction of the speaker.)

(16) yivar ga-manak a wa!
do 3sG-master 3SG say

�The dogs master says:

"Se!       Na-yivar        quun       min-an      tau.     e."

EXCL        Isc-dog           surely     die-REAL     PRF       EXCL

�Oh my! Surely my dog Is dead now, hey`

These examples show that in Teiwa leans may be used in present past and future tense, when the event is factual and
real, but also when the speaker presupposes it to be real. The leans suffix can accompany modality adverbs expressing such
notions.

4.1.4. REALIS or IRREALIS: in interrogatives
If a question refers to an event that the speaker is unsure about whether it is factual, then an irrealis verb form is used.

When the speaker is sure that the questioned event is a fact, a leans verb is used. Examples are (17)-(18). In (17a) it is not a
fact that the bananas were stolen - they could have disappeared in another way - and an irrealis verb form is used. In (17b),
the speaker is witnessing the theft and asks who the thief is; here a realis verb form is used, and the demonstrative /axu`u
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`that one there' serves to locate the thief in space. In the response in (17c), a factual event is reported, with a realis verb form.
The leans suffix presents a given event as real.

yilag        la         na-muxui

who        FOC       lsG-banana

`Who stole my bananas?

(17) a.  taxau?
steal

(*taxau-an)
(Steal-R]EAL)

b. yilag        la         na-muxui          taxau-an         (*taxau)             laxuu?
who        FOC        Isc-banana        steal-REAL         steal                   that.one.there
`Wile is that one stealing my bananas over there?

Isal<         la         ha-muxui
Isak         FOC       2sG-banana

`Isak stole your bananas!

 taxau-an!
Steal-REAL

c. (*taxau)

In (18a), the speaker does not know where the addressee is or will be going to, and an irrealis form of ̀ go is used. In (18b),
the event of going is actually witnessed by the speaker, so that the realis form of `go' is used. Observe again that /axu`u func-
tions to locate the event in actual space.

a.

b.

ha mat ? (* gi-p)
2SG take go gO-REAL

�Where are you going?' {commonly used greeting}

ha        mat        n            (*gi)             laxu�u?
2SG        take        go-REAL        go                that.one.there
`Where are you going over there? [I see you walking in a particular direction}

(18)

In conclusion interrogatives can have either a realis or an irrealis verb form. When they question an event of which the
speaker has no factual or presupposed information, the verb is irrealis; when they question something the speaker has fac-
tual knowledge or presuppositions about, then the verb is realis. Adverbs for modality, time and location, such as quun `sure
(ly), and `long time, afo ( o) �overtftere, and demonstrative pronouns such as /axu'u `that one overthere accompany the realis
suffix as overt expressions that locate the event in actualized space and time.

4.1.5. REALIS or IRREALIS: in prohibitives
Teiwa                prohibitives are expressed with the prohibitive verb gaxai `do not. When a prohibitive clause refers to an event that

is not yet actualized, the verb is irrealis:

(19) Wat wrer (*wrer-an) gaxai!
coconut climb Climb-REAL do.not
`Don't climb the coconut [tree]! [addressee is not yet climbing} 

However, prohibitives can also contain a realis verb. At first sight this seems difficult to reconcile with the real vs. imaginary
split of realis-irrealis marking: how can something that is prohibited be `real? However, a prohibitive can refer to an actualized,
`real event when something that is already happening must stop. This is illustrated in (20) (the context is given in brackets). The
irrealis is used in (2Oa) to express an order, while the use of the realis in (20b) implies that the repairs which are already taking
place must stop, for example, because they are being done in the wrong way. (Note how the adverb xoran `like that associates
with the leans here.) Another example is (21), where a person who is running is told to stop.

(20) a.       ha       in                
256      it.things      make
�You fix it [context: I ask you to repair my bike sometime in the future}

b. ha in en horan gaxai.
2SG it.thing make-REAL thus do.not
`Don't fix it like that! [context: I see you repairing my bike in the wrong way}

5 /n is the 3sg pronoun referring to an inanimate entity ('it (thing)')~ It contrasts With the third person pronouns referring to anirnates ('he she'), and With z',

the 3sg pronoun referring to a place (�it (place)') which is illustrated in (24) below.
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 bir!
run
�Run!'

(21) a. b.  _bir-an gaxait
run-REAL do.not
`Don't run! ` f addressee is running and must stop}

In other words, the use of the realis verb in prohibitives implies that the event is already taking place and should stop.

4.1.6. Conclusions
Table 1 summarizes the conclusions of Sections 4.1.1-4.1.5.

4.1.7. Realis or irrealis in negations
Note that Table 1 does not mention negatives. Negation is the one domain of Teiwa grammar where the attested realis/

irrealis marking cannot be reconciled with the factual vs. imaginary split.
The majority of negated clauses in Teiwa contain a realis verb, as in (22), and declare "X did not happen"~ However, there

are also negations which do not contain a realis verb as in (23), which also declare that "X did not happen". The irrealis verb
in (23) is unexpected since this non-event is part of the real world: it is a fact that the speaker did not meet the person re-
ferred to.

. .iman        ta          ga-mian         na-ft
they              TOP         3sG.-gjVe           eat-REAL

�.   .they did not give her to eat. . .

man,. . .
NEG

man.
NEG

(22)

(23) man,              na          g-unba
NEG                  ISG          3sG-meet

�No,  I  haven't met/seen him`

(*g-unba-an)

3SG-meet-REAL

Negation is the one domain of Teiwa grammar where the attested realis/irrealis marking cannot be reconciled with the
factual vs. imaginary split. I leave this issue open here.

4.2. The marking of important narrative events

4.2.1. Discourse junctions of the realz.s suffix
The second important function of the leans suffix is to mart< primary, thematic and salient narrative events: foregrounded

events contain realis verbs. Realis verbs are not used in clauses with static or descriptive content which describe the back-
ground or setting of another event, nor in evaluations, intentions, habitual or concluding events. I shall illustrate this here.

Sentence (24) contains three clauses (represented in square brackets). In clause #1 the verb aria �arrive expresses the
background|setting for the following two clauses in which the narrative develops, and is not inflected, in clauses #2 and
#3 the verbs ml.San, saran and an~an are marked realis; they express the action continuity.

(24) [yaa               aria'{# 1         {iman                         mis-an                 ball        511# 2,

descend         arrive             they                           Sit-RE^L                 see         SIM

'[While others were{ coming down, they were sitting watching                �-

Table 1

Grammatical fnnctions of Teiwa-an ̀ Realis~.
_________________________________________________________

Illealis                                                     Realis
_________________________________________________________

Event state of affairs)                          Imaginary, hypothetical                          Real, factual actualized
Not presupposed                                     Presupposed

Speech act|mood                                  Imperative                                               Declarative
Hortatine                                                 Prohibitive

Intentional                                               Interrogative
Obligational
Conditional

Apprehensional
Hypothetical. optative

Tense Present                                                    Present
Past                                                          Past

Future                                                      Future

 - . .. .  -_- -.-.
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[uy                non                waal
person           pL6                  that.mentioned

finding all those people

i                     sar-an           yaa
it.place         find-REAL        descend
over there coming down [towards them}

 aria-ft. . }#3
arriVe-REAL

In (25) it is illustrated that main narrative events are marked with realis verbs. In (25a) the focus is on two events: the boy
not sitting for a long time and the ancestor arriving. Both misan`sit' and arian �arrive are realis:

(25) a.     qau               atang              [mis-an         ana              maan}
good             once.again     Sit-REAL           long.time     NEG

�Then again, ehm, {he] did  not sit for a long time  [and]

[g-oma,         ta                     fia::p. . ~}

3sG~father     TOP                    arrive-REAL

his father arrived. . .

In (25b), the first clause contains a leans verb misan `sit and hence expresses the factual, main event. The second clause
contains a serial verb construction expressing an intention to go to sleep, and is background.

b. [a mis-an wan iqaan} [a ta mil tii. . .]
3SG Sit-REAL be dark 3SG TOP ascend sleep
. . .he sat [around] till dark, he went up to sleep.

In (25c), an explanation is given why the boy went up to sleep: he was told to do so. Explanations are not foreground
information, and the verbs are not marked realis:

c.        . .a�an      gaan      bala          ga-sci            mi             daxan      luxun      ma          t`.
3sG 3SG people       3sG-order       ascend       attic         high         come       sleep

.he was told                                  by others to go up to sleep up in the attic.

The next primary, actual event is that the boy is sleeping: both the first and second verb in (25d) are leans ti`in `sleep. The
fact that someone is coming up to him in the last clause of (25d) is not expressed as a foregrounded primary event; the per-
spective of the story remains with the sleeping boy.

d. [~tii-in]            {iqa'an        gaan              u                  a            un             `.
Sleep-REAL        dark             3sG                  DIST               3sG         CONT

Sleeping     that night he was

 tii'-in}              Si                 [ilan7             mill.
Sleep-KEAL        SIM               grow.up        ascend
sleeping and [something] came up [to him].

In (25e), the sleeping of the boy and the intruders coming up are repeated as setting for what follows, and no leans forms are
used:

e. a'an            ga`an            i                       luxun            ma                tii                Han,
3SG              3sG                it.place            high              come            sleep            grow.up
[While] he slept upstairs [lit. at a high place}, [someone] came up. . .

G The wold non indicates plurality in the preceding noun and is thus a �plural word` in the sense of Dtyer (2007 pp. 98-99).

7 //an refers to a slow motion upwards out of a covered area. For example, the motion of a growing plant pushing slowly through the top layer of soi! is
referred to as z.lan. In the context of the present narrative the verb is used to refer to an unseen enemy who is slowly climbing up to the attic where the boy is
sleeping.
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In the first clause of (25f) the boys lying down is presented as the main event and marked realis; and then the narrative
perspective shifts to the activities of the intruder coming up to the attic: miran �ascend� is marked realis and repeated three
times. .

f. a                    tif -in                  bah                     si
3SG                  sleep-REAL           see                      SIM

he lay down, 8 saw

ilan                mir-an                mir-an                mil-an. . .
grow.up        ascend-REAL        asCend-REAL        aScend-REAL
[someone] coming up coming up coming up. .

.followed by the secondary event that the intruder hits the attic floor in (25g).

g. sampai daxan ga-tii do. . .
until (IND) attic 3sc-base strike
until it struck [against] the attic's floor. . .

. .after which the perspective shifts back to the boy whose tears are falling down: the first verb baan in (25 h) expresses
the main event and is realis; the second ha' repeats this event as the setting for the concluding statements in (25i, j), where
the intruder backs off, changes shape, and falls asleep; a situation that continues till daybreak.

h. g-et qaar ha-an yaa ta ha Si. ~
3sc-eye tear fall-"RE^L descend TOP fall SIM

his tears were falling down, while [they] fell. .

i. ewar                           ta                ]                 {aan       ma          uyaq          un         tii)
return          descend       TOP               go                  3sc         come       person       cONT       sleep
[the intruder) backed off he became a human being {and} slept.

j. xoran sampai wan mar wad.
like.that till (IND) be daybreak day.
like that till daybreak

The illustrations discussed above show that the discourse function of the leans suffix often, and typically, overlaps with
its realis marking function: actualized events are generally also the foregrounded, primary events in a narrative. On the other
hand, a narrative may also contain actualized events that do not contain realis verb forms: examples include the verbs in
(25g and i). The discourse function of the suffix appears to overrule the grammatical `actualization function when there
is a clash between the two. As a result, actualized events that represent background information do not always get the gram-
matically expected leans marker, and non-actualized events that represent foregrounded information can get a realis marker
that is grammatically unexpected~ 

`Another illustration is (26). In (26b) the verbs parat �tie refers to an actualized event but is not marked realis~ This is be-
cause (26b) as a whole actually sketches the background of the primary events in (26a) and (26c) where the verbs yixei �des-
cend in (26a), and yixin �descend and xeran �shout in (26c) are marked realis (the verbs in the final part of the clause express
the direction of the activity).

(26) a.     iman                 yix-ei                yaqai       yir                 g-or         an
they                  descend-REAL    below      water            3sG-tail     market
"They went down to the market at the mouth (lit. tail) of the river.

ma gi.
come go

b. jadi                    iman                  i                xu'u               ma            hafan         parat
so (IND)              they                  it.place    that                come        village       tie
So they built (lit. tied) a village

iman                 yir                     g-or          an                  ma           gi. ~ .
they                  water                3sG-tail     market          come       go
{and) they went to the market at the mouth of the river~ . .

Tit' means both �to sleep and �to lie down.
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c. bes qai irnan mulai an ma gi
morning just they begin (IND) market come go
Early morning they went to the market,

 yix~in               yaqai                i               xer-an           wa           yix            ta
descend-RE^L    below               it.place    Shout-REAL     go            descend    "roP
while going down the hill they were yelling.

In (26d), yixin �descend', gin �go, and faian 'swear at are marked leans representing primary narrative events:

d. yix-.in n bo'oi
descend-REAL 80-REAL river
Going down to the river, descending,

uy                         iman            gi-fai-an: ". ~ ."
person                   they             3PL-swear_at
someone insulted them: �   .  

ma yix-ei si,
come deSCend-REAL9 SIM

An illustration where a non-actualized event gets a realis marker to express that it is foregrounded is (27a), where the verb
following xogo �want, finan �catch, expresses an intention, not an actualized event, yet is marked realis to encode it as primary,
new information.

(27) a.    iman    xo o    fin-an
they     want    3sG-catCh-

REAL

�They want to catch it,

ga-x ba. .

3SG-

possession

In (27b), the primary event yix �descend' is also actualized, and marked realis:

iman          guagi            yix-in                      ga-fin,

they           spy.on          descend-REAL          3sG~CatCh

they creep down [lit. they descend spying} to catch it

si nuk qai iman ga-fin. . ~
SIM one just they 3sG~catCh

just one they catch, the others run away.

gi.
go

b.

In (27c) both events are actualized, but none is marked as realis. In the analysis assumed here this implies thatfin 'catch
and bir �run do not express salient, primary foregrounded events.

ga-dan

3sG-part

aga
all

c.  bir.
run

Note that (26c) occurs at the end of an utterance, with a falling intonation and a pause that is represented as a full stop. It
has the feeling of a concluding statement rather than a primary event. It is followed by the utterance (27d, e) which repeats
the same event (catching a frog), but now this event is encoded as a foregrounded, primary event; just like the event of run-
ning away with the frog is also encoded as primary:

{man        mauqubar        g-oqai
they         frog                  3sG-child

�They catch one little frog

 ga-fin-an

3sG-catch-RFAL

d" nuk

ta              bir~an                pin                 gi. . .
TOP            run-REAL            hold               go
and run away with it,

gula
finish

The event that the other frogs are sitting down to watch him is realis in (27e). Bali is not realis as a result of the restriction
that utterance final verbs cannot be realis: see Section 4.2.2 below.

9 Yix-.in and yix'-ei are different surface forms of the same verb and its realis suffix.
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evaluation, intention, conclusion
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ga-dam ga'an non ta

3sc,-part 3SG PJ TOP

the others sit watching him.

 mis-an
Sit-REAL

gaan
3sG

 ball
see

pact.
PROG

e.

In sum, realis verbs refer to actualized events that are foregrounded information. Actualized events can also be part of
clauses that describe the background or setting of another event, or clauses that are evaluations, intentions, or concluding
statements. In such cases, the events are not foregrounded, and the verb is not marked realis. The discourse function of
the suffix thus overruZes its grammatical leans marking function. Conversely, non"'actualized events that represent primary
narrative events can get a realis marker to mark them as foregrounded.

Bare verbs without a realis suffix are thus not necessarily irrealis; they may be part of a background event and be simply
unmarked for reality status. And while verbs with a realis suffix typically refer to actualized events, there are exceptional
cases where non-actualized events are marked realis because they are part of a foregrounded event. Table 2 presents a
summary.

4.2.2. Distributional restrictions of realis verbs
Regarding the grammatical position of realis verbs in the clause the following observations can be made. Clauses are verb-

final in Teiwa, and a leans verb can be the final verb of a clause. AS the examples have shown, Teiwa clauses often contain
more than one verb, and serial verb constructions are common. Not every clause bas to have a verb that is inflected for leans:
clauses can only contain bare verbs. Not all verbs can take a realis marker: realis status is typically marked on activity verbs,
and aspectual, modality and existential verbs cannot be marked leans.

Although many clauses contain only one leans verb, this is not a syntactic restriction. To have two or more realis verbs in
a clause is also possible. An illustration is (28), where both biran 'run and oonan �hide' are realis and part of the same clause;
under the scope of tau �Perfective'.

(28) qau ba mauluku gaan ta bir  oon-an gi tau
good sEq monkey 3SG TOP run-REAL go hide-RrAL go PRF

`So that monkey ran away [and] hid

sampai a minggu nuk
till 3SG week (IND) one
for one week'

The only distributional restriction of realis verbs that appears to he rigid, is that utterance-final clauses never have a realis
verbs in utterance-final position. We have seen examples of this above in (26a), (261) (27c), and (27e). An utterance is a se-
quence of clauses of which the final one ends with a falling intonation and a pause. For example, (25a-c) are sequences of
clauses, but only the final verb of (25c) is utterance-final.

Another illustration is (29), where the question in (29b) �Who is the one over there staying in the village' is a clause that
ends in the final realis verb mis"'an �sit. This is possible because it is uttered in the middle of an utterance and is followed by
other clauses within in the same utterance. In contrast, the final verb of (29b) ga-an.a `arrive at someone cannot be inflected
for realis because it is the final verb of the utterance.

(29) a. .ga-xala li'in a wa:
3sG-mother their 3SG say
`Their mum just said:

b. "Ah!               Yilag                   la              afoo                un
EXCL                 who                   TOP            over.there       CONT

"Ah! WhO is the one staying over there

hafan
village

ma                  mis-an               ha             hart                 hasak                   maxar           hasak     Si
come              Sit-REAL               SEQ            k.o.garden       empty                  k.o.garden    empty    SIM

in the village, all the gardens are empty so
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c. ha'an              atang                  amidan    wurak-an        aria'(*-an).
you                 do.once.again    what        look.for-REAL    3sG-arfiVe(-.REAL)

what do you come here looking for again?"�

The restriction that utterance final verbs are never realis may be a grammaticalized reflection of the discourse function of
the realis inflection as the marker of main narrative events, because a verb that refers to a primary, foregrounded event typ-
ically does not occur at the very end of an utterance.

In sum, a Teiwa clause may have no realis verb, or one, two or three. Realis verbs can, and do, occur at the end of clauses
and sentences, but their discourse function`prohibits their occurrence at the end of an utterance.

5. Summary and conclusions

Teiwa realis is marked as a verbal suffix, while irrealis has no expression on the verb. Bare verb stems are thus either irre-
alts, or unmarked for reality status. Modality Speech Acts (Mood) and Reality Status are different grammatical categories in
Teiwa, and are expressed in different ways.

Teiwa realis|irrealis marking cross-cuts the different modalities and speech acts. The Teiwa realis inflection is used to
mark events in the present and the past as actualized events. Realis verbs also refer to events that the speaker presupposes
as located in the real world, or in the world that the speaker is convinced to be real.Adverbs for modality, time and location,
such as quun �sure (ly), ana `long time afo (o) �overthere, and demonstrative pronouns such as /axu�u .that one overthere
accompany the realis suffix to locate the event in space and time, and to make it explicitly factual and real. Verbs expressing
events located in the imagination and|or in an unreal world are not marked for realis, as such events are not part of the real
world, or of the world that the speaker is convinced to be real.

While, in general, a future event is expressed as irrealis because it is not actualized yet, in Teiwa it may also be marked
realis to express that the speaker is convinced that it will happen. The realis function of the suffix thus extends to a more
subjective value of �expected` or �presupposed reality. The discourse function of the realis inflection is to mark main, fore-
grounded narrative events.
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